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16th March 2021 
 
Dear Parents /Carers  
  
Now that the children have settled back into school, we have had the opportunity to look forward to 
arrangements for next term.   
 
For now, we still remain in a lockdown but we are hopeful that restrictions will start to lift a little around Easter. 
While things are changing somewhat in the wider world, our school guidance from the Government and our 
school risk assessment remains in place. This means we need to continue with the class hubs and staggered times 
at the start and end of school. However, we have identified some places that we can make improvements to our 
current arrangements, bringing our staggered times more in line with the usual start and end times of school.   
 
Summer Term arrangements  

In the summer term, the start times will be as follows:  

3C  3S  4C  4S  5C  5S  6C  6S  Blossom  

8.30am  8.40 am  8.35 am  8.45 am  8.30 am  8.40 am  8.35 am  8.45 am  8.55 am  

  
Collection times will be as follows:  

3C  3S  4C  4S  5C  5S  6C  6S  Blossom  

3.05pm  3.15 pm  3.10 pm  3.20 pm  3.05 pm  3.15 pm  3.10 pm  3.20 pm  3.00 pm  

  
While these are only changes of 5 or 10 minutes, they will allow us much greater flexibility with other staggers 
within the school day, which mean that children will be able to have greater access to the school hall and we will 
be able to fit music lessons for more classes into the afternoons.   
 
All other arrangements will remain the same. We will also continue to run the sibling club so that siblings can be 
dropped off at the earliest start time for your family and collected when the last sibling finishes their day.  
  
Autumn 2021  

Some parents have started to ask us what arrangements for September will be. The answer is that we do not yet 
know. If there are to be any changes to government guidance, we expect that we will be informed of any changes 
much later in the summer and we will let you know as soon as we are.   
 
It is too soon to say if we will be back to a completely normal timetable at this point in time.   
 

Yours sincerely 

 

 

Mrs A Majcher 

Head Teacher 
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